
Addressing the Elephant in the Room: 
How to Talk About Giftedness 

 

 

Preamble 



What – Bringing Gifted out of the Closet 

● We need to be able to talk comfortably about giftedness in order to create change   

● We need to start somewhere.  Our observations of the stumbling  blocks are:  

● Stop agonizing over a better word - As we fight that battle we are losing  the war 

● Desensitize people to the word gifted by educating them on its full meaning 

● Stop concentrating solely on what gifted is and give equal due to what it is not 

● Form alliances – look for common ground because it builds empathy and support  

● Utilize modern social science research and marketing tools - Go beyond preaching to the choir 

● As part of a campaign for social change, we are providing a toolkit  (a year focus grouping this) 

● Common vocabulary  

● A template for a talk - Customizable to you and different audiences  

● Inspire/motivate you to inspire and motivate others 

 



Why 

● Giftedness is broadly misunderstood 

● Giftedness often discussed only in the context of eminence, achievement and success which fosters 
the perception of elitism 

● Across all disciplines giftedness is considered a topic about education 

● The gifted label IS important for services and legislation - If we can’t name it we are stuck 

● So, we must change the understanding of the label – i.e. Gay does not mean child molester 

● We ask you to listen as a non educated/non gifted party  

● Do not get bogged down in the detailed definitions – they are less important  

● Understand and recognize where we have inserted marketing strategies (we will point them out to 
you as well) 

● Use your own passion and affiliations to:  

● Share with professional groups 

● Write articles 

● Be public: Respond to blogs, write articles, have conversations, conduct meetings, teach, present.. 
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WHAT is the problem? 
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There is a reluctance in our society to discuss giftedness 

Therefore the needs of gifted children are not addressed 



The Root of the Problem 

 

1. Society limits giftedness to education 

2. Myths about giftedness are entrenched 

3. The concept of intelligence creates discomfort 

 

 

 

Solving these problems requires changing deep rooted mindsets 
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How to Affect Social Change 

Civil Rights, LGBT Rights, and Gifted Rights Movements 
 

● Similarities 

● You do not have to be the same to be equal 

● Being different does not make you less human 

● Each seek equal rights for an identifiable minority 

 

● Difference  

● Gifted individuals are perceived as advantaged 
 

Research proves people more willing  

to join forces AGAINST something than FOR something 
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Step Out of Role 

● Human nature is such that people are more apt to join forces against something than for 

something 
 

● Because of the perceived advantages of the gifted population, there is a significant hurdle  
 

● We need to create empathy for giftedness but NOT portray gifted individuals as victims  

● i.e. Gifted children are  “not being treated  fairly “ as opposed to  asking for services because 

they will “save the world someday” 

 

 

 



Changing  Mindsets 

Education and Exposure  
will work 
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Being aggressive will not work Being silent will not work 

Nothing in the world is 
more dangerous than 
sincere ignorance… 

Martin Luther King Jr.  



 
Problem #1: Society Limits Giftedness Education 

 
 ● Definition of “gifted” changes based on the purpose of  its identification 

● CAG , NAGC,  SENG, State, District and Local Educators 

● Understanding the different purposes helps in discussions 
 

● Some theorists try to explain giftedness away  

● Outliers: Malcolm Gladwell  

● Mindset: Carol Dweck Recently replaced “fixed” mindset with “gifted”  
 

● Essential to break the idea that gifted is the same as eminence, achievement and success  

● Anyone gifted or not can become eminent, high achieving or successful 

● We need to raise  awareness on “who” chooses what constitutes “success.”   

● American public resonates with freedom of choice – Understanding this disarms a 
misperceived threat to non-gifted children  
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STEP OUT OF ROLE 

 You need to be aware of Dweck’s new wording.  She has replaced “fixed 
mindset” with “gifted mindset”  

 

 Paints gifted as a negative thing 
 

 Therefore she is saying gifted vs growth (these words imply that if one 
believes in giftedness cannot grow) 
 

 WE MUST CHANGE THE DEFINTION AND UNDERSTANDING OF 
GIFTEDNESS NOW BEFORE IT BECOMES A NEGATIVE SLUR 



 
Problem #1: Society Limits Giftedness to Education 

 
 Medical/Mental Health Community 

Gifted 

Intellectual 
Disability 
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Intellectual 
developmental 
disorder 

Highly Gifted 



STEP OUT OF ROLE SLIDES 

 

 The height analogy resonates with audiences – used very effectively 

 

 Received feedback that using a minority analogy would be helpful, but does not resonate well 

unless you can legitimately  represent one 



Problem #2: Myths About Giftedness are Entrenched 

● Myths are the result of 

● The unclear understanding on a physiologic, psychological and emotional level 

● A culture that does not understand or know how to deal with the traits and behavior of gifted 

individuals 
 

● Belief in these myths 

● Perpetuates incorrect stereotypes (prevents empathy) 

● Results in emotionally harmful reactions from society 

● Prevents people from being able to address their physiologic, psychological and emotional needs 

Good intentions do as much harm as malevolence  if they lack understanding 
– Albert Camus 
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Problem #2: Myths About Giftedness are Entrenched 

● The Grandest Myth:  All children are gifted   

● Because they equate it with the potential for eminence, achievement and success     
 

● Misinterpretation of  the Gardner Theory of Multiple Intelligences  (MI) 

● MI  proposes that every individual possesses strengths and weaknesses 

● Eagerly embraced by educators (far less so by science and psychological communities) 

● Provided an easy explanation for the variations of achievement in the classroom 

● Made it more comfortable to talk to parents about a child's performance 

● Over time, eroded to the belief that all children are gifted “in their own way” 

● Never the intent of the theory.  MI provides insight at the individual level,  but was never intended to 
measure  overall aptitude/capability across a population  
 

● This theory feels good to people in a world where performance is important 
 

● Additional myths clarified via hand-out All our knowledge has its origins in 
our perceptions. - Leonardo da Vinci 
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Step Out of role 

 We have four page handout of myths of giftedness 

 

 A tool to promote meaningful discussions across all disciplines  

 

 

 

 



Problem #3: The Concept of Intelligence Creates Discomfort 

● Equality is at the heart of the American value system 

● Our feelings about human value clashes with the our ability to accept that some people are born 
with higher potential than others  

 

If we correct the perception that giftedness is required for  eminence, achievement 
and success, there is NO CLASH 

 

All children are equal, but they are not all the same 

Gifted children are special needs children  

 

 Fair isn’t everyone having the same, fair is everyone having what they need. 
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Problem #3: The Concept of Intelligence Creates Discomfort 

 

● Progress requires us to understand and work from current societal attitudes  
 

● During the space race – gifted children seen as treasures to society as a whole 
 

● Currently seen as: 

● Competition for limited educational funding (gifted education should not costs extra)  

● Elitist  (a concept that threatens the perception of  unequal human value) 

● It doesn’t exist (hard work alone makes the difference, gifted is irrelevant, etc) 
 

● Society is conflicted – limited by its anxiety about the definition of success 

● Tell kids to be happy and pursue their passions 

● Fear the only path is straight As and acceptance into an ivy league college 
 

● Media examples that stereotype gifted individuals 

● Implicit blessing of making fun of intelligent individuals  

● Sheldon (Big Bang Theory) is  honored, unless he is in your classroom or Boy Scout Troop 
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The Call to Action 

Elevator Speech 

 

6.3 million people in the United States fail to receive necessary services from the medical, 

psychological and educational communities as a result of the continued reluctance to acknowledge 

and accept that there are differences in individuals across the intelligence spectrum.  Preliminary 

research has shown that the physical and psychological development of gifted individuals is as 

different from the norm as the physical and psychological development of individuals possessing 

developmental delays.  Without continued research, education and meaningful discussion about 

the characteristics associated with giftedness, we will continue to have a societal mindset where the 

qualities and characteristics of gifted individuals are pathologized, misunderstood and mistreated.  



The Call to Action 

● Gifted Children have unique needs and are often treated unfairly  

● Takes away defenses – helps people look at the issue in another light 

● Marland Report to Congress: Gifted and Talented children are, in fact, deprived and can suffer 
psychological damage and permanent impairment of their abilities to function well which is equal to or 
greater than the similar deprivation suffered by any other population with special needs. 
 

● As a nation we have a problem 

● Fastest growing homeschooling population is gifted children (often because children are misunderstood in 
the classroom not just for academic reasons)  

● Persistent in the  belief that giftedness is an academic or education issue 

● We cannot expect  professionals to be able to meet the needs of these children, burdened by societies 
misunderstanding 
 

● Bullying 

● Entry point for meaningful partnerships:  LBGT strategy 

● More permissible to blame the victim if they are perceived as more able (Robin Hood) 
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The Call to Action 

 
● Address misperceptions directly 

● Be brave/speak up 

● Respond directly to inaccurate media  

● Be public - educate your peers 

● Give your children the language to speak out 

● Write articles, use the op ed pages 

● Teach classes - incorporate this into what you already do  
 

● Use the word “GIFTED” bravely and without apology 

● It’s the technical definition  - not an elitist word  

● It is nothing to be embarrassed about and you show that by using it 

● If we bubble wrap our children for fear of the worlds acceptance of their giftedness ,we are doing the same 
disservice as parents did to LGBT , disabled and mixed-race children .  

 

● Pressure state legislature, licensing boards - Mandatory education on giftedness  

● Psychologists 

● Educators (lobby for in service on gifted for all staff, Professors include giftedness in your lectures) 

● Medical Community (Dr.s Pharmacists, OT, PT, Dentists, etc.) 
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Mindful of Our Own Contributions to the Problem 

● “Your Sally must be a genius, he can change the world” comments  - turn it into an 
opportunity to explain giftedness 
 

● Be frank about the scope of the struggle  

● Share your parenting challenges of raising a child outside the bell curve  

● Share the whole person challenges, not just the academic issues 
 

● Parents and teachers should exhibit confidence in your choices and SHARE your process 
freely – it is likely you might help someone within earshot 
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Good Conversations…. 

● Help people be more comfortable with this conversation 

● Make eye contact (sincere not aggressive) 

● Believe in the conversation (know you are helping kids who can’t help themselves) 

● Use humor 

● Use analogies  

● Find common ground (want to help all children) 

● Concentrate on gaining understanding through empathy  

● Be alert to opportunities and be brave in speaking up 

● Use pop culture references – Big Bang Theory/Sheldon  

● Rely heavily on science and reason – better received “research is beginning to show”  

● Use the word GIFTED without embarrassment/accept it when someone calls your kid smart 

● Separate yourself and/or your child from the conversation when appropriate  

We fear things in proportion 
to our ignorance of them - 

Livy 
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Turn the Myths Around: Gifted Child’s Bill of Rights 

● I have a right to be challenged so that I can learn how to work hard. 
 

● I have a right to make mistakes.  It does not mean I’m not gifted,  

it means I am human. 
 

● I have a right for my strengths to be recognized. Recognition will not make me                  
egotistical, but it might keep me from thinking there is something wrong with me. 
 

● I have a right to be different and to be accepted for who I am.  I feel different enough already.  
Your acceptance helps me to know I am not broken.   
 

● I have the right to be friends with whomever I want.  Forcing me to be friends with people my age 
may be emotionally damaging to me. 
 

● I have the right to be looked at as a human being. Nobody should ever assume that everything in 
my life is okay just because I'm smart. 
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Turning the Problem Around 

Bringing the Needs of Gifted Children Out of The Closet 
 

“Coming out of the closet not just about being gay.  We all have closets. A closet is 

nothing more than a hard conversation, and though our topics may vary 

tremendously, the experience of being in and coming out of the closet is universal.  

It is scary, and we hate it and it needs to be done, and sometimes, the awkward 

responses that are received are the other participants in the conversation 

attempting to come out of their own closets by partaking in the conversation”           

- TED Talk, Ash Beckham 
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Questions/Contact 

Questions? 
 

Contact Information 
 
   Sharon Duncan      Dr. Joanna Haase  

thesharonduncan@gmail.com   drjhaase@mac.com 

 
 

You can only watch injustice go on for so long until you’re compelled to say 
something. To speak out against it – Macklemore 
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